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The second American Revolution will be a fire lit from an internal spark. America is on the verge of
economic and social collapse. The government has made individual freedom its enemy. African American
hacker Isse Corvus enters a black-ops training camp. He discovers the leaders are revolutionaries seeking to
return the U.S. back to its Constitutional roots. Soon the camp fractures. Who is traitor? Who is patriot?
Corvus learns that if he doesn't join The Cause and help them hack the NSA's servers, it could mean his life.
If he joins, he becomes part of a conspiracy to overthrow America's financial oligarchy. NSA Director Titus
Montgomery is building a system to pacify America's instigators. He is told by the President rule of law must
be maintained at all costs. What happens when martial law meets revolution? The Cause is a dystopian
thriller taking many topical issues to the next logical level. The dense web of the NSA's previous generation's
surveillance system has been supplanted by a new, more ruthless one. Robotic warfare, drones, quantum
computers, Anonymous, the NSA, and a cast of conniving characters, this novel takes you on a manifest
journey on how a new revolution could be born.
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From reader reviews:

Rachel Robertson:

This book untitled The Cause to be one of several books which best seller in this year, this is because when
you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the
book store or you can order it via online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes you
quickly to read this book, since you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no reason to you to
past this e-book from your list.

Lester Jaworski:

The particular book The Cause will bring one to the new experience of reading the book. The author style to
clarify the idea is very unique. In the event you try to find new book to read, this book very ideal to you. The
book The Cause is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book through the official web
site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Donna Davis:

Beside that The Cause in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get nearer to the new knowledge or
information. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh in the oven so don't be
worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have The Cause because
this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you seldom get
what it's about. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable agreement here
cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss this? Find this
book in addition to read it from at this point!

Brenda Luna:

That publication can make you to feel relax. That book The Cause was multi-colored and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book The Cause has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until
teens. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and feel that you are the character
on there. Therefore , not at all of book are make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and loosen up.
Try to choose the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading that will.
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